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data presentation problems involve the layout of a graph whose and whose edges represent relationships 
represent entities 

the entities. Examples are database schema, PERT 

networks. ,organisation charts, and 1logic circuit diagrams . 
system developed at the University of Queensland assists with the prac-
tical physical layout of such diagrams on limited two dimensional sur-
faces suuch as plotters and CRT SCreens. 
in [EHIL83]. 

in producing good layouts for many graphs with less 

2. The algorithm 

The 

The crucial part of TYGES is the embedder, the program which 
assigns locations to vertices in such a way that the resulting layout is 

in some sense aes thetically pleasing. The design of an embedder is a 
idahle task, since "aesthetically pleasing" is a subjective concept. 

A description of TYGES is given 

In this note we report on a method for drawing graphs to meet two 
criteria: all the edge lengths ought to be about the same, and the lay 
out should display as much symetry as possible. These criteria forn a 
part of "aesthetically pleasing" in a wide variety of application areas. 
Further, we aim to produce layouts which conform to the author's some 
what subjective sense of aesthetics. 

by a spring is 

The TYGES 

It is NP-hard to draw a graph so that all edge lengths are the same 
(see [J82)1), and displaying symmetry is at least as difficult as graph 
isomorphism. Hence a heuristic method is justified, 

OT the vertices in this stable state. 

The basic idea is as follows. To embed a graph we replace the ver 
tices by steel rings and replace each edge with a spring to forn a 
echanical system, as in figure 0. The vertices are placed in some ini 
al layout and let go so that the spring forces on the rings move the 
System to a minima1 energy state. The algorithn outputs the positions 

NO practical adjustment s are made to this idea: firstly, loga rithmic strength springs are used; that is, the force exerted on a ring 

C1*log(d/ c2), 
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where d is the leng th of the spring, and Cl and C2 are constants. 

Experience shows that Hookes Law (linear) springs are too strong hen 
the vertices are far apart; the logarithmic force solves this problem. 
Note that the springs exert no force when d=C2. Secondly, we make 
nonadjacent vertices repel each other. An inverse square law force, 

where C3 is constant and d is the distance between the vertices, is 
suitable. 

The mechanical system is simulated by the fo1lowing algorithm. 

C3/sqr(d) 

algorithm SPRING (G:graph); 
place vertices of G in random locations; 
repeat M times 

method, 

calculate the force on each vertex; 
move the vertex C4*(force on vertex) 

draw graph on CRT or plotter. 

The values Cl=2.0, C2=1.0, C3=1.0, C4=0.l, are appropriate for most 
graphs . Almost all graphs achieve a minimal energy state after the 
simulation step is run 100 times, that is, M=100. 

Calculating the force on each vertex takes time proportional to the 
square of the number of vertices. An implementation of the algorithm on 
a VAX11/780 (in unoptimised Pascal) is fast (in fact, I/0 bound) if the 
number of vertices in G is less than 30. 

3. Examples 

Figures 1 to 6 show both the Successes and limitations of the 
Some remarks on the figures are appropriate. 

Figure l. These examples show that symmetries, i.e., graph auto 
morphisms , are of ten displayed . No te that 1(a) is the same graph as 

Figure 2. The method is particularly successful with regular grid 1tke structureS. 

Figure 3. A few extra edges added to the figure 2(a) makes figure 3(a). Although it is a little distorted, it is acceptable. Further edges are added in 3(b), and even more in 3(c). badly, and there is a wide variance in edge length. The extra edges are 
This distorts the layout 

all in one area of the grid, and this concentration of springs holds this area together tightly, and the vertices not adjacent to this group are pushed far away by the accumulated (inverse square law) repulsion force . The only saving feature of figure of 3(c) is that the 6-clique is displayed clearly. 

Figure 4. The algorithm consistent ly produces good layouts for trees . The edges are sometimes rather longer near the center of the tree 
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1(b); the different layout is due to different starting positions . 



than tear 

the leaves, but 

effect is nOt 
unpleasant. 

ficient to reach equilíbríum for nost trees vith less than 210 rertíces. 

Figure 5. 
sparse graphs. 

Figure 6. 
there is a 

Iem can 

Some problens with the nethod are illstratei. 
vertices that are aln0st co-línear. This r triangle with 

illustrate a 

too long. 

be averted by a different choice af coastants CI, C2, 3. 

6(b), the random initial layout has the central 4-cgcle crOSse, te 

algori thm does no t thíng that would untangle it. Further, 6a) () 

symetries are dísplayed we11 2d the sveral1 
The algorithm ís fast for trees; W= 30 1s f 

Similarly, the algoriíthm produces c lays fr nCA 

(edges whose deletion disconnects the graph) : the briiges become ratr 
coumon problem for graphs ith a sual1 mer f 1izs 

good resolution) 

Pioure 6(c) shows ano ther unnecessary crossing; in thís case, 
the Crossing is forced by the attempt to ake all ige lergths te sne, 

and will OCCur no matter what the initíal layout is. 

the layout of dense graphs are i1lustrated in 6(á). There 

tices which lie close to edges, and (even with a 
it is difficult to distinguísh whether te 

Conclusions 

actually íncident with the edge or merely placed ear it. 

The algorithm produces good layouts for many graphs, 
edce lengths about the same and in displaying Syumetries. 

We conclude that the method shows promise as 

tical graph layout problems. 
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There are several classes of graphs for which the algorithm pTO 

or graphs with dense subgraphs, rphs 
duces poor layout: dense graphs, 

However, for a wide class of raphs, 
with a small number of bridges. 

the method can be used as a first approximation to a layout; the apror 

ination can be "fine tuned" using a graph editor such as that providei 

by TYGES (see [EHIL83]). 

[EHIL83 

The algorithm has an acceptable running time for graphs vith less 

than 50 vertices. In applications , graphs with more vertices are S 

ally broken up into small subgraphs, because ore vertices ill ot iit 

on the output device. 
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Figure 1(a) 

Figure 1(b) 
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Figure l(c) 

Figure l(d) 
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Figure 1(e) 

Pigure 2(a) 
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Figure 2(b) 

Figure 3(a) 

Figure 3(b) 
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Figure 3(c) 

Figure 4(a) 
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Figure 4(b) 

Figure 5(a) 
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Figure 5(b) 

Figure 5(c) 
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Figure 6(a) 

Figure 6(b) 
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Figure 6(c) 

Figure 6(d) 
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